
broken arrow: n. accident, mishap, or other unexpected event involving one or more nuclear weapons 

On Tuesday, 24 January 1961, at about 12:30 a.m., two hydrogen bombs fell to earth near the 
tiny farming village of Faro, NC. 

Obviously, neither bomb yielded its awful 
potential, or the world would today be mourning 
an infamous catastrophe. The two model MARK 
39 devices came down when the B-52 bomber in 
which they were riding suffered structural failure 
and disintegrated in mid-air 12 miles north of 
Seymour Johnson Air Force Base in Goldsboro, 
NC. The plane exploded as it fell. Five crewmen 
parachuted to earth safely. Three died -- two who 
went down with the doomed bomber, and one who 
was found two miles from the crash site hanging 
by his parachute in a tree, his neck broken. The H-bombs jettisoned as the plane descended, one 
bomb parachuting to earth intact, the other striking a farmer's field at high speed -- "probably 
mach 1" (about 760 miles per hour) speculates one retired Air Force Colonel. 

Safety mechanisms designed to prevent unintended or unauthorized detonation served their 
function, and a historic nuclear catastrophe was averted. But published sources disagree on how 
close the people of Wayne County came to suffering fiery annihilation. There is also 
disagreement in print on the potential yield of the weapons. 

An on-going environmental concern centers on the portion or portions of one bomb still buried, 
sunk in a boggy farm field. Quicksand-like conditions made deep excavation impossible where 
the free-falling bomb came down, and that bomb was never recovered in full. The state of North 
Carolina still conducts periodic radiation testing on local ground water. 

Area residents say the story is well-known, "no big secret." Indeed, various media sources, 
including Mother Jones, Greenpeace Books, newspapers, and local as well as national television 
outlets have run features on the crash and its aftermath. Still, there remain many people, even 
many North Carolinians, who know little or nothing about this fascinating incident. 

The authors could find no centralized information source about the crash which both states the 
undisputed facts of the case and exposes at least some of the mysteries and inconsistencies that 
remain. This site is dedicated to providing that resource. 

Content will be updated as new information comes to light. Requests for documents under the 
Freedom of Information Act are pending. The authors welcome feedback. 

On to the Full Story 
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First Things First: It Did Happen 
Just after midnight on 24 January 1961, a B-52G Stratofortress bomber stationed at Seymour 
Johnson Air Force Base in Goldsboro, NC, broke up in mid-air and crashed 12 miles north of the 
base near the cross-roads of Faro, NC. 

The aircraft ejected two hydrogen bombs as it fell. 

Official Word 
Below is the Pentagon's brief narrative of the incident, a copy of which was provided this project 
by the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (hereafter SIPRI or Stockholm 
Institute): 

During a B-52 airborne alert mission structural failure 
of the right wing resulted in two weapons separating from 
the aircraft during aircraft breakup at 2,000 - 10,000 
feet altitude. One bomb parachute deployed and the weapon 
received little impact damage. The other bomb fell free 
and broke apart upon impact. No explosion occurred. Five 
of the eight crew members survived. A portion of one 
weapon, containing uranium, could not be recovered 
despite excavation in the waterlogged farmland to a depth 
of 50 feet. The Air Force subsequently purchased an 
easement requiring permission for anyone to dig there. 
There is no detectable radiation and no hazard in the 
area. 
The above narrative, with other official accounts of nuclear-weapons accidents, was entered into 
the Congressional Record by Louisiana Senator Bennet Johnston on 3 August 1992, and is 
available by key-word search through the 102nd Congress query page on the Thomas Server.

Some New Information 
Chuck Hansen, author of U. S. Nuclear Weapons: The Secret History, and of Swords of 
Armageddon, a periodical CD-ROM billed as "the world's first updatable nuclear weapons 
information service," told a reporter for this project that he has examined photographs of the 
Goldsboro crash site, including pictures of bomb components, and that he has concluded the 
bombs were, specifically, model MK39 thermonuclear devices. 

The MK39, according to Hansen's book cited above, was a cylindrical device measuring 11 feet 
seven inches in length and weighing between 9,000 and 10,000 lbs. Hansen wrote in 1990 that 
the potential yield of the MK39s in the Goldsboro incident was "2 to 2.5 megatons" (rather large, 
as military devices go). 

Nuclear Physicist Ralph Lapp caused a stir in 1961 when on page 127 of his just-released book, 
Kill and Overkill, he said that in the Goldsboro incident the distressed aircraft had jettisoned a 
"24-megaton bomb." This reference appears to be the origination of what Hansen says is a 
persistent bit of misinformation on the Goldsboro crash, repeated by Greenpeace, Mother Jones, 
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and most news sources ever since. Hansen says the devices were definitely not 24 megatons in 
potential yield, but closer to a tenth of that strength. 

The Lapp reference to "24 megatons" may have resulted from a simple decimal deletion.

Hansen told this project that the MK39 may have yielded four megatons at most. 

There is no need to exaggerate the destructive potential of an MK39 device to illustrate a horrible 
scenario, and 24 megatons is certainly not required. Even four megatons rates as a mighty 
weapon, more than 250 times the power of the blast that annihilated Hiroshima. According to Dr. 
Dietrich Schroeer, nuclear physicist and professor of physics at the University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill, the blast from a ground-level detonation of four megatons would have left a crater 
in the ground a third of a mile wide and leveled homes five miles away, while the heat would 
have set fires and inflicted third-degree burns to a distance of nine miles from the point of 
detonation. Many, if not most, U.S. nuclear weapons are smaller in yield. (Today, the premium is 
placed more upon accurate delivery of devices in the multi-kiloton range.) 

Information taken from the 1987 Nuclear Weapons Data Book Vol. II, published by the Natural 
Resources Defense Council, lends some support to Hansen's identification of the Goldsboro 
devices. According to Figure 1.2 on page 7 of that publication, the MK39 was one of six bomber-
deployed nuclear-weapons models in the active stockpile during 1961.

The last of the MK39s was retired from service in 1966. 

"Armed" or "Unarmed" Weapons? 
Military reports at the time of the accident described the two thermonuclear devices as 
"unarmed." However, that word is inherently inexact, no matter how it is used. The final 
"arming" of any military nuclear device requires the completion of numerous steps, executed in 
the proper sequence and timed correctly. It is thus arguable that any nuclear device could be 
called technically "unarmed" right up to the moment of its detonation. 

Even the account of the accident provided by Hansen sends mixed signals, referring to 
"unarmed" weapons and "partially armed" weapons, and indicating that at least some of the steps 
necessary for arming were in fact completed in each of the two bombs. Thus, while the devices 
may technically have been "unarmed" in that they never detonated, they nonetheless could more 
accurately have been described throughout the event as "partially armed." 

"Unarmed" is a frequently used adjective in military press releases describing broken-arrow 
incidents. A table beginning on page 65 of SIPRI's 1977 Yearbook presents summary information 
on 32 such incidents. The arming state of the weapon(s) involved is mentioned in nine of these 
accounts -- and always the weapons are characterized as "unarmed" or otherwise incapable of 
nuclear detonation. No weapon is ever described as "armed."

The Goldsboro accident occurred at the height of the Cold War. President John F. Kennedy had 
taken office only four days earlier, and would soon lead the nation through its closest brush with 
nuclear war, the Cuban Missile Crisis. Moreover, the B-52 involved in the Goldsboro crash was 
not on a training flight; it was, according to the Department of Defense account, on an "airborne 
alert" mission, an operation designed to keep U.S. nuclear arms airborne and deliverable 24 
hours a day. 
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Milton Leitenberg, arms-control specialist and Senior Fellow with the Center for International 
and Security Studies at the University of Maryland, wrote the SIPRI Yearbook chapter on 
nuclear-weapons accidents. Leitenberg described to a reporter for this project U. S. airborne-alert 
activity during the late 50s to early 60s: "In those years, we kept something like 30% of the SAC 
aircraft in the air at all times, an amazing percentage, and an equal proportion on the runways 
ready for takeoff at five minutes' notice." He added, "Flights went to turnaround points perhaps 
two-thirds of the way to their targets. But they were all called training missions, at least, if 
anything went wrong." 

It is predictable and even understandable that military sources would tell the press that the 
weapons involved were "unarmed." Professor Eric Mlyn of the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill, who directs The Robertson Scholarship Program and has written extensively on 
defense policy, says the U.S. and the Soviet Union were in "full-fledged, all-out competition" at 
the time of the accident and that all matters concerning nuclear weapons were kept very secret. 
Mlyn said, "Policymakers tried not to talk about nuclear weapons at all," given the controversy 
they created. [see video] 

The circumstances and the times surrounding this event make it unlikely that the Air Force was 
then transporting in its "airborne alert" bomber fleet nuclear weapons which were not fully 
capable of detonation. 

Brush with Catastrophe? 
The Stockholm Institute has called the Goldsboro incident "perhaps the single most important 
example in the published literature of an accident which nearly resulted in a catastrophe." This 
claim appears to be founded upon yet another hair-raising claim in the 1961 Lapp book. 

Lapp wrote in Kill and Overkill that each device involved in the Goldsboro incident was 
equipped with "six interlocking safety mechanisms, all of which had to be triggered in sequence 
to explode the bomb." Lapp said that "five of the six interlocks had been set off by the fall..." and 
thus, "only a single switch prevented the bomb from detonating and spreading fire and 
destruction over a wide area." 

UNC's Schroeer is skeptical that either bomb could have gone off accidentally.
[see video] 

However, Lapp's claim that the Goldsboro accident nearly caused a nuclear detonation has found 
support from some very high sources.

Daniel Ellsberg, famously of the Pentagon Papers case, was quoted in the April 1981 issue of 
Mother Jones as saying that during his time at the Pentagon he saw "a classified document" 
about the Goldsboro incident which verified Lapp's claim. Ellsberg stood by his story in a 
telephone interview for this project, and repeated his 1981 assertions that when the behavior of 
safety features in both bombs involved in this incident are taken into account, every kind of 
safety interlock had failed. 

Owing to his place in history, Ellsberg is a somewhat controversial figure, but he is very 
knowledgable about nuclear weapons. Leitenberg said, "However some people may feel about 
him politically, on this subject Ellsberg is a very credible witness" who was highly placed in the 
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national-security echelons and deeply involved in U.S. weapons-control policy during the years 
following the Goldsboro accident. 

Lapp and Ellsberg have other support in their claims that only a single switch prevented one of 
the devices from detonating. In September of 1983, Robert McNamara, who served as Secretary 
of Defense in the Kennedy and Johnson administrations, said at a press conference: "The bombs' 
arming mechanism had six or seven steps to go through to detonate, and it went through all but 
one, we discovered later" (Greensboro Daily News, 16 September 1981, pg. A1). 

When asked by this project in an email exchange about the story of the failed safety devices, and 
on which of the two bombs the most of them had failed, Hansen wrote the following on 21 
November 2000: 
The parachute-retarded weapon came closest to firing; the official reports 
claim that three of four arming steps were completed. Since the aircraft 
commander had not thrown the arming switch in the B-52 cockpit, and since 
that switch was not activated accidentally when the aircraft broke up, it was 
impossible for the weapon(s) to fire, regardless of how uncomfortably close 
they came to doing so. This was a very dangerous incident and I suspect that 
steps were taken afterwards to prevent any repetition of it. I do not now 
know of any other weapon accident that came this close to a full-scale 
nuclear detonation (which is not to say that any such incident did not occur 
later).

Indeed, steps were taken soon after Goldsboro to reduce the threat from accidental detonations. 
President Kennedy was alarmed by the numbers of nuclear-weapons accidents being brought to 
his attention. Leitenberg says, "I know that we didn't report them all publicly. We never reported 
the ones in other countries, or, we only reported the ones that we had to report." 

In an effort to reduce the accident threat, the Kennedy administration reduced SAC airborne alert  
activity. Leitenberg says that the accident rate then "dropped sharply." 

President Kennedy also ordered that more elaborate mechanisms be installed on all U.S. nuclear 
weapons to enhance command and control capability. These peripheral command units are now 
called permissive action links (PALs) -- an "engineering artifice" which permits detonation only 
by secret code, and about which Steven M. Bellovin of AT&T Labs Research has prepared an 
informative page. 

Continued Environmental Concerns 
One of the two bombs parachuted to earth, imbedding its nose 18" in the ground directly next to 
Shackleford Road, thus presenting no difficulties for recovery crews. The other bomb hit the 
ground at high speed with no parachute deployment, disappearing in a farmer's field and leaving 
only an eight-foot-wide, six-foot-deep crater to indicate where it had entombed itself. 

After the accident, the Army Corps of Engineers spent weeks excavating the free-falling bomb's 
point of impact to a depth of more than 40 feet. At the time, military workers told Gene Price of 
the Goldsboro News-Argus they were looking for a "lost seat." 

The military was never able to recover all of the free-falling bomb's components. The deeper the 
excavation went, the more problematic soil conditions became. The "lost" bomb fell near 
Nahunta Swamp, and a high water table characterizes the land in the area. The owner of the field, 
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C. T. Davis, told this project that military workers on the excavation said to him it finally became 
difficult even to keep the excavating equipment itself from disappearing into the muck. 

Rather than continue a losing battle to recover all of the bomb, the military covered over the 
great hole it had dug, and purchased, for $1,000, an easement from Davis and his heirs. The 
agreement describes a circle 200 feet in radius where no current or future landowner may dig or 
drill deeper than five feet, nor ever again use the land "in any manner other than for the growing 
of crops, the growing of timber, or as a pasture." 

(Davis says that two years after the accident, Congress voted him an additional appropriation in 
settlement for damages and loss of use of the land, but even after all these years Davis refuses to 
disclose the amount of money he was awarded.) 

A woman living in a neat farm house very near the crash scene -- she declined to give her name 
-- told reporters for this project that she was living in the same house the night of the crash some 
40 years ago. "Yes, I was here. It lit up the sky like daylight," she said. 

This woman said that while most neighboring homes had been connected to a water main years 
ago, her home distinctively remains on well water. When asked whether she was aware of any 
on-going groundwater testing in the area as a result of the crash, she said, "Yes, they still come 
out and test the water from time to time," but she did not say who "they" were. 

According to Dale Dusenbury of the North Carolina Division of Radiation Protection, "they" are 
the people of his agency. Dusenbury said in a telephone interview that groundwater testing near 
the Faro crash site is "generally done annually" by the state, but that nothing amiss has been 
discovered to this point. The tests, according to Dusenbury, have found only "levels of gross 
alpha, gross beta and total uranium indicative of natural soil." 

When asked to speculate on the chances that any radiation would ever leak into the groundwater, 
Dusenbury said, "The Air Force has been evaluating this, along with other state agencies. If they 
clean up a place sufficiently to make it environmentally releasable, or if they can establish that 
what is there is harmless, they will release their ownership. At this time, the Air Force intends to 
keep its easement because there is still an open question as to whether a hazard exists." 

Dusenbury added, "The accident report has never been released to the public or to us. So we 
intend to keep looking until we know everything is safe." 

The last two paragraphs of the Hansen narrative indicate that it is a thermonuclear "secondary" 
component which remains beneath the earth unrecovered. The secondary forms the "hydrogen" 
part of a thermonuclear bomb. Secondaries contain not only plutonium and uranium, but a large 
volume of lithium salt which supplies the hydrogen fuel. 

Dusenbury said he does not believe the state has tested the groundwater for lithium. "If it's 
something essentially inert, it's not a radiological hazard." 

Shaffer: In Eureka, they've found a way to 
mark 'nuclear mishap'
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Josh Shaffer - jshaffer@newsobserver.com 
About 100 people gathered in Eureka to see the historic marker unveiled. Adam Mattocks, the 
last survivor of the crash, is at left. 

Read more here: http://www.newsobserver.com/2012/07/02/2173231/shaffer-in-eureka-they-have-
found.html#storylink=cpy
By Josh Shaffer - Staff writer 

EUREKA -- In 1961, a distressed B-52 bomber burst apart in midair and crashed in a Wayne 
County field, killing three airmen, scattering flaming wreckage and dropping a pair of nuclear 
bombs onto a sleepy farm town.

One of those bombs landed in a tree, slowed by its parachute. The other, weighing several tons, 
struck the ground and tunneled into the earth. For weeks, the military sought the weapon’s 
remains, digging a 40-foot hole that spanned 3 acres. They found some, but not all of the bomb, 
before they abandoned the search.

Five decades later, the crash that killed three airmen persists in Eureka’s lore – a tobacco-field 
version of the Loch Ness monster. Old-timers recall it with a shudder. Veterans regard it with 
bowed heads and prayer. The young dismiss the story with a doubting smirk. 

But now the state has placed its stamp on the crash of ’61, placing a historic marker on a Main 
Street corner, greeting visitors to Eureka with these words: NUCLEAR MISHAP.
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“We thought the world was going to end,” said Virginia Hudson, 82, on hand for the marker’s 
unveiling. “We still don’t bother that place.”

Eureka consists of roughly 200 souls, and if you spend a day on the bench outside BJ’s Cafe, 
you’ll meet most of them. 

There’s only one stoplight. A sign at the local gas station thanks you in advance for not taking the 
God’s name in vain.

But Seymour Johnson Air Force Base stands 12 miles away, so the town is accustomed to jets 
streaming past and to curiosity about its infamous near-catastrophe.

“I’ve lived her all my life and thought it was a rumor,” said Derrick Seagle, a cook at BJ’s. 
“There’s still an uproar about it. It’s a small town. People don’t have much to fuss about. But 
don’t tell any of the old-timers I said that.”

The plane actually crashed closer to Faro, an even-tinier farm village to the east, scorching the 
fields near what is known as Big Daddy’s Road.

As soon as it hit, the Air Force assured locals and the press that the bombs were unarmed, 
couldn’t possibly explode and posed no risk of radiation. 

But the government did purchase an easement around the site to prevent digging, and water is 
still tested for contamination, which hasn’t been found. 

Debate about the bomb’s risk persists, and in its supporting essay on the marker, the state Office 
of Archives and History offers this final word: 

“The consensus is that the weapons were capable of exploding and delivering a nuclear blast 
sufficient to level homes in a five-mile radius and cause third-degree burns and set houses afire 
within nine miles.”

To me, the whole episode seemed freakish, something from “Dr. Strangelove.”

The sign looked so out-of-place next to a boarded-up supermarket. The phrase “nuclear mishap,” 
to me, conjured up Godzilla movies and “The Twilight Zone.”

But when 100 people arrived for the ceremony, most of them white-haired, many of them 
wearing military medals, I remembered that this marker is meant to commemorate a terrible 
night that might have been far worse if not for men with guts.

Among them: Earl Lancaster, the firefighter who barreled straight into the flames; Jack ReVelle, 
the Air Force lieutenant who led the disposal team and described the bomb as “damn close” to 
exploding; and Lt. Adam Mattocks, the only member of the eight-man crew who is still alive.

Standing under the marker, Mattocks recalled climbing out of the hatch of the burning B-52 – the 
only man aboard without an ejection seat.

He pulled his parachute cord and fell to the earth as burning debris rained around him.

“We didn’t worry about the bomb,” said Mattocks, 78. “We were looking at a problem that was 
going to explode while we were flying.”
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The piece of the bomb that remains at large is called the secondary, and ReVelle said it weighs 50 
or 60 pounds. It can’t possibly explode by itself, he said.

But locals keep a wary eye, and a cautious step, while they remember. 

Published: Dec. 27, 2012 Updated: Dec. 29, 2012 6:42 p.m. 

When two nukes crashed, he got the call 
Coming Monday in Part 2: In 1961, this man saved the world.

Jack ReVelle hands clothes to Juan Velezquez at aSalvation Army donation center. He views his 
donations as payback, he said. He remembers the Salvation Army coming to give his military 
team coffee and donuts as it worked to diffuse two nuclear bombs In 1961. Since then, he always 
donates to the Salvation Army during the holidays.

H. LORREN AU JR., THE ORANGE COUNTY REGISTER
MORE PHOTOS »

A "bent spear" is a breach in the handling of a nuclear weapon.

An "empty quiver" is a nuclear weapon that has been stolen or lost.

And then there is a "broken arrow," a nuclear weapon that has somehow gone awry. According to 
the book "Broken Arrow: The Declassified History of U.S. Nuclear Weapons Accidents," 
published in 2008, the United States government has publicly acknowledged 36 broken arrows in 
history.

Only one of those involved the potential detonation of two megaton nuclear bombs on U.S. soil. 
Only one of those could have wiped out half the state of North Carolina and, in the process, 
triggered the beginning of a nuclear war.

That broken arrow involved a guy named Jack ReVelle.

•••

The Salvation Army workers take his donations every year, but no one has ever asked about 
them.

To them, he's just a little guy in a black Buick Park Avenue.
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"I'm 5-foot-6, but I used to be 6-foot-3," says the laughing 77-year-old man who has made his 
career as a business consultant and author.

This year, Jack ReVelle and his wife, Brenda, cleaned out their garage on Dec. 5, filled up the 
trunk with old electronics and hung the overflow clothes in the back seat. They headed for the 
Salvation Army office in Orange.

Theirs wasn't much of a donation. But making it was so important to him. Just like it was last 
year and it will be next year, and the year after that, and all the years he has left on this Earth.

"The Salvation Army showed up that first day," ReVelle says, emotion in his voice as he recalls 
Jan. 24, 1961. "I had never had coffee in my life. But they gave us coffee and doughnuts."

Those Salvation Army workers risked their lives to bring him a cup of coffee. Donating every 
year, in return, seems so small.

ReVelle drinks coffee these days from a white Salvation Army cup with a paragraph printed on 
its side: "There is no reward equal to that of doing the most good to the most people in the most 
need."

If you ever get a chance to meet ReVelle, ask him why he drinks out of that particular cup. Then 
prepare yourself ...

He'll tell you about the nuclear bombs. He'll tell you about how plutonium felt in his hands.

He'll tell you the joke about how he used to be 6-foot-3.

He'll tell you how he saved the world as we know it.

For 50 years, he was required by U.S. government protocol to stay silent. But the most amazing 
moment of his life isn't classified anymore.

•••

January 1961. Fear was in the air, and so were nuclear bombs.

The world seemed as if it could explode at any second. The United States had used nukes (bombs 
named "Little Boy" and "Fat Man" were dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki Japan in August 
1945), and the Soviet Union had tested nukes. Each side raced to make more and more bigger, 
badder bombs to obliterate each other.

The Cold War was nearing its most frigid, dangerous point.

Elementary-school children were taught to hide under their desks in case of a nuclear attack.

As President Dwight D. Eisenhower was leaving office in January 1961, he severed diplomatic 
relations with Cuba, leaving new President John F. Kennedy with a potential Russian/Cuban 
nuclear threat 90 miles off the coast of Florida.

Every minute of the day, every day of the year, U.S. planes stocked with nuclear bombs fanned 
out above the coastlines, ready to attack.

On Jan. 23, 1961, three days after Kennedy's inauguration speech, a B-52G Stratofortress took 
off from Seymour Johnson Air Force Base in Goldsboro, N.C. The plane was called "the BUFF," 
for Big Ugly Fat (or Flying) Fellow. Its mission was defensive. The eight-member crew patrolled 
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the Eastern seaboard, crossed the Atlantic Ocean, patrolled the air space over Greenland and then 
returned.

The plane was carrying two Mk-39 nuclear bombs, each with a 3.8 megaton yield. In blunt 
terms, each of these bombs had a 100 percent kill radius extending 8½ miles – 17 miles across. 
Designed a decade earlier by Edward Teller and Stanislaw Ulam, the horrific Mk-39 was built to 
explode in stages, with the detonation of each stage leading to the detonation of the next.

"Each weapon was 250 times the Hiroshima bomb," said Joel Dobson, author of "The Goldsboro 
Broken Arrow," which is being developed as a film by a Hollywood screenwriter. "Anyone in the 
open would be dead for 17 miles."

To keep the plane on its mission, the B-52G had to be refueled in midair. Sometime in the early 
morning of Jan. 24, 1961, the pilot of the refueling plane noticed fuel streaming from the wing of 
the B-52G.

That was the first sign of trouble.

•••

Jack ReVelle calls himself a "wiseass." He grew up in Rochester, N.Y. Inspired by Walt Disney 
and Mickey Mouse, he wanted to grow up to be a cartoonist.

But as he grew he learned that, like his brothers, he was particularly good in math. Though it 
suited his personality, cartooning faded away. In school, ReVelle excelled in chemistry and 
physics.

"I was most likely to have my face slapped," said ReVelle, who graduated from Irondequoit High 
School in Rochester in 1953. "I had no filter between my mind and my mouth."

He got accepted into the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, but his family couldn't afford it. 
He went to Purdue University, where students were required to join Reserve Officers' Training 
Corps. He joined the ROTC drill team, where he twirled Springfield rifles wearing a fez. They 
made him the captain.

The only reason he stayed in the military, with which he wasn't particularly enamored, was 
because it paid $30 per month during his junior and senior years.

He played trombone in a Dixieland band called The Salty Dogs. He lived in the Tau Epsilon Phi 
frat house with enough beer flowing to rival anything in "Animal House."

ReVelle graduated from Purdue in 1957 with a degree in chemical engineering. Since he had 
completed four years of college military training, a job in the Navy Reserves was waiting.

He requested the cushiest position he could possibly think of – USO escort officer. His duty 
would be to hang with the celebrities who visited Navy bases.

He didn't get what he wanted. He was told, "You're in munitions."

He had to look up what "munitions" was. His first job was in conventional munitions storage.

He was sent to Johnson Air Base in Japan. And he remembers his time there with a smile. "The 
Japanese girls called me 'Kuma,' which means 'bear,' " ReVelle said. "I was hairy."
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He drove an Isseta, a tiny, strangely designed sports car of which the only door was in the front. 
The steering wheel and windshield pulled away from the driver as the front door opened. ReVelle 
was cool.

And yes, he eventually became the USO escort officer. He remembers the day hard-edged singer 
Johnny Cash visited the base. Cash's career was exploding with "Folsom Prison Blues" and "I 
Walk the Line" among his hits.

When Cash saw ReVelle, he said, "Where do you get a drink around here?"

Like a good escort officer, ReVelle responded, "Tell me what you want, and I'll bring it." The 
answer was whiskey.

ReVelle loved his job, but hobnobbing with the Bob Hopes of the world couldn't last.

He was assigned to the Naval Propellant Plant in Indianhead, Md. His new job: explosive-
ordinance disposal. He practiced diffusing land mines, chemical weapons, biological weapons 
and booby traps. He was taught not to trip over trip wires.

"I would have lost a few fingers if the bombs would have been live," ReVelle said.

In 1960 he was transferred to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Dayton, Ohio, for his first EOD 
assignment. Naturally, they put him in charge.

ReVelle had a girlfriend in Cincinnati, a couple hours drive away from the base. So that he could 
be immediately reachable, he drove an MG with a primitive car telephone installed in the 
console.

For Jack ReVelle, life was good.

But 1960 became '61; the world was becoming a more dangerous place.

•••

The Big Ugly Fat Fellow carrying the nuclear bombs careened over the North Carolina 
countryside, the crew trying desperately to reach Seymour Johnson Air Force Base's runway 26.

Suddenly, the right wing buckled and broke off, sending the plane into a barrel roll. In two 
minutes, the plane lost 19 tons of fuel.

Then the tail ripped away from the back of the plane.

Seconds later, the crew ejected.

The plane was nose-down, heading for an unthinkable disaster.

The sleeping residents of little towns below had no idea at that moment that their lives could end 
in a flash.

It was Jan. 24, 1961.

•••

ReVelle was startled awake at his apartment in Fairborn, Ohio, by an early morning phone call.

The squadron commander said something strange.
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ReVelle and the explosive-ordinance disposal squadron commander had practiced a disaster 
phone call many times. Using key words and numbers they had both memorized, the squadron 
commander should have given ReVelle a coded message to describe three things: the fact that the 
U.S. was in the midst of a nuclear emergency, the status of the event and the need for urgency.

In the Cold War atmosphere of 1961, everything had been practiced. Everything had a protocol.

Not this phone call.

"Jack," the squadron commander said nervously, "I got a real one for you."

"A real one what?" Jack said.

"B-52 crash," the squadron commander said, even though it wasn't a secure line.

At that moment, ReVelle knew this one was big. He quickly pulled on his flight suit, hopped into 
his MG and headed for the flight line at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Dayton.

When ReVelle's plane took off and headed for North Carolina, the pilot asked why they were 
going there. ReVelle stayed silent.

"Can you tell me?" the pilot asked.

"No," ReVelle said.

ReVelle was about to be put in charge of diffusing two nuclear bombs.

TOMORROW: Even ReVelle can't joke about plutonium.

In 1961, the future was in his hands
By KEITH SHARON
2012-12-27 13:00:43

SECOND OF TWO PARTS

The B52 Stratofortress flying a routine patrol over the East 
Coast of the United States on Jan. 24, 1961, lost its wing, 
lost its tail, spun out of control, and, perhaps most 
important, lost control of its bomb bay doors before it lost 
two megaton nuclear bombs.

The plane crashed nose-first into a tobacco field a few paces away from Big Daddy Road just 
outside Goldboro, N.C., about 60 miles east of Raleigh.

Three men – gunner Frank Barnish, navigator Gene Shelton and wing staffer Eugene Richards – 
died in the crash. Five others – commander Scott Tulloch, co-pilot Dick Rardin, third pilot Adam 
Mattocks, electronic warfare specialist Bill Wilson and navigator Paul Brown – parachuted to 
safety.

If either of those bombs exploded, any human within 81/2 miles of the detonation would be dead 
immediately. Clouds of radiation would rise over the countryside. The water supply would be 
compromised.
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And those were just the minor problems.

The major problem would be the potential for a nuclear explosion to be misinterpreted. The U.S. 
military could have easily assumed that the plane had been shot down and that we were under 
attack. Or, they could have mistakenly thought foreign agents had overtaken the plane and flown 
a kamikaze mission. Or, they could have mistakenly thought the bombs had been fired by the 
Soviet Union.

One misinterpretation could have led to World War III or, more accurately, Nuclear War I.

•••

The first bomb had a parachute that opened automatically. As it fell, the parachute got caught in a 
tree. Only the bomb's nose hit the ground. The rest of it stood erect, like your tall uncle posing 
for a picture standing on his head.

Jack ReVelle, the munitions expert who now lives in Orange, landed at Seymour Johnson Air 
Force Base and was rushed to the crash site in a Jeep. The bomb hanging in the tree was easy to 
spot.

The consummate joker, ReVelle got out of the Jeep and stood in front of it.

"You're right," ReVelle said. "It's a bomb."

ReVelle quickly determined the first bomb's ARM/SAFE switch was in the SAFE position. This 
bomb, as long as that switch wasn't moved, wouldn't hurt anyone.

The second bomb was a bit more problematic, if "a bit" can be used to mean "apocalyptically."

The second bomb had hit muddy ground and was immediately swallowed up. The 12-foot-long 
bomb was buried somewhere, but no one knew where it was.

How do you lose a nuclear bomb?

•••

Seven things have to happen for a MK 39 3.8 megaton nuclear bomb to explode. ReVelle would 
soon discover that six of them had already happened: 1. The arming wires had been pulled; 2. 
The pulse generators had been activated; 3. The explosive actuators had been fired; 4. Timers had 
started; 5. Barometric switches had been engaged; and 6. Low-voltage batteries were actuated.

Before he could check the last line of defense – the ARM/SAFE switch – he had to find the 
bomb.

He remembers joking with people who were searching the countryside, "Excuse me, sir, have 
you seen a bomb here?"

Finally, someone found a small dent in the earth. ReVelle found a long stick, and, careful not to 
damage the weapon, poked the stick into the hole. He hit a solid object.

Trying not to disturb the bomb, ReVelle's crew dug an ever-widening circle. They dug for seven 
days beside the bomb, leaving it sitting up in the middle of the hole like a pimple.
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Late on that tense, first day, ReVelle was tired and hungry when he noticed a truck from The 
Salvation Army. Despite the nuclear danger, they were there handing out cups of black coffee 
and doughnuts. ReVelle was not a coffee drinker, but he drank it anyway.

"It tasted like my first beer," said ReVelle, who is forever grateful and donates to The Salvation 
Army every year.

At one point during the dig ("It was like we were archaeologists – except in the mud," ReVelle 
said), a general in dress blues showed up. ReVelle was digging in the hole.

"What's going on here?" the general asked.

"No disrespect, sir, but you really ought to get the hell out of here," ReVelle said.

•••

When the second bomb didn't explode after a couple of days, detonation stopped being the main 
concern.

"The worry changed to radiation," ReVelle said.

Lost in that mud, somewhere, was a ball of uranium and plutonium – the core of the nuclear 
bomb. It has at least a couple of nicknames. "The Demon Core" is one. ReVelle called it "The 
Pit."

On the fifth day of digging, they found the pit.

ReVelle taped his gloves to his sleeves as not to expose his skin. He did not wear anything to 
cover his face or head – a fact that he now thinks may have been a mistake (though ReVelle has 
no health problems related to radiation). He fished into the mud with both hands and pulled out 
the pit. It was about the size of a volleyball. It wasn't glowing. It wasn't hot. It was cold metal.

"It's pretty heavy," he said. "Uranium and plutonium are approximately the weight of lead. You 
bend your knees and lift with your whole body."

Miraculously, as he carried the pit out of the hole, ReVelle couldn't think of a single joke. The 
only thing he could think: "Don't fall down."

He placed the pit on a military truck and it was whisked away.

Later, diggers found the ARM/SAFE switch.

It was in the ARM position.

Why that bomb didn't explode has been debated for years. Was the ARM/SAFE switch broken? 
Did the impact of the crash spread out the parts so far they couldn't affect each other? Was the 
bomb a dud?

No one will ever know.

•••

The world didn't explode. War didn't break out. Our way of life was not altered.

After eight days of fixing the Broken Arrow, Jack ReVelle left North Carolina.

He got back to his apartment in Fairborn, Ohio, and began to think about what he'd just done.
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He said he remembers sitting down at his kitchen table with a pen and a piece of paper. He 
wanted to explain in a letter to his parents the magnitude of what he'd just experienced.

But he couldn't write.

"My hand was shaking," he said.

Contact the writer: ksharon@ocregister.com

Report: Nuke that fell on N.C. in 1961 almost 
exploded
Michael Winter, USA TODAY 9:14 p.m. EDT September 20, 2013

Two hydrogen bombs broke loose as B-52 crashed. Disaster averted 
by one safety mechanism.

One of two hydrogen bombs that a doomed B-52 accidentally dropped on North Carolina in 
1961 came perilously close to exploding, according to a recently declassified report.

The 4-megaton Mark 39 bombs -- each packing 260 times the explosive power of the weapon 
that decimated Hiroshima -- broke loose over Goldsboro, N.C., as the bomber went into a 
tailspin and crashed.

The Mark 39 hydrogen bomb had an explosive yield of 4 megatons, equal to 4 million tons of 
TNT. Two fell accidentally on Goldsboro, N.C., in 1961, and one nearly detonated.(Photo: U.S. 
Air Force)

All four safety mechanisms designed to prevent accidental detonation worked properly on one 
bomb, which landed in a meadow, but three failed on the other, and only a low-voltage switch 
kept it from exploding upon impact in a field in Faro, N.C., said the 1969 report.

Had the warhead exploded, radioactive fallout could have spread over the Eastern Seaboard, 
hitting Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia and New York.

The accident happened just three days after President John F Kennedy was inaugurated in 
January 1961. Five of the eight crew members survived the crash.

The report was obtained by Fast Food Nation author Eric Schlosser for his newest book, 
Command and Control, about the nuclear arms race. Schlosser found that between 1950 and 
1968 alone, at least 700 "significant" accidents and incidents involving 1,250 nuclear weapons 
were recorded.

Mother Jonesfirst reported Schlosser's findings Sunday, and the Goldsboro incident attracted new 
attention Friday based on an article in the Guardian. The British paper also published the report, 
written by Parker F. Jones, the supervisor of the nuclear weapons safety department at Sandia 
National Laboratories.
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Jones titled his report "Goldsboro Revisited or: How I Learned to Mistrust the H-Bomb," a nod 
to Stanley Kubrick's 1964 nuclear satire, Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying 
and Love the Bomb.

US Air Force once Dropped Live Hydrogen Bomb on North Carolina
September 21, 2013

The US Air Force inadvertently dropped an atomic bomb over North Carolina in 1961. If a 
simple safety switch had not prevented the explosive from detonating, millions of lives across 
the northeast would have been at risk, a new document has revealed.

The revelation offers the first conclusive evidence after decades of speculation that the US 
military narrowly avoided a self-inflicted disaster. The incident is explained in detail in a recently 
declassified document written by Parker F. Jones, supervisor of the nuclear weapons safety 
department at Sandia National Laboratories.

The document - written in 1969 and titled “How I Learned to Mistrust the H-bomb,” a play on 
the Stanley Kubrick film title “Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the 
Bomb” - was disclosed to the Guardian by journalist Eric Schlosser.

Three days after President John F. Kennedy’s inauguration, a B-52 bomber carrying two Mark 39 
hydrogen bombs departed from Goldsboro, North Carolina on a routine flight along the East 
Coast. The plane soon went into a tailspin, throwing the bombs from the B-52 into the air within 
striking distance of multiple major metropolitan centers.

Each of the explosives carried a payload of 4 megatons - roughly the same as four million tons of 
TNT explosive - which could have triggered a blast 260 times more powerful than the atomic 
bomb that wiped out Hiroshima at the end of World War II.

One of the bombs performed in the same way as those dropped over Japan less than 20 years 
before - by opening its parachute and engaging its trigger mechanisms. The only thing that 
prevented untold thousands, or perhaps millions, from being killed was a simple low voltage 
switch that failed to flip.

That hydrogen bomb, known as MK 39 Mod 2, descended onto tree branches in Faro, North 
Carolina, while the second explosive landed peacefully off Big Daddy’s Road in Pikeville. Jones 
determined that three of the four switches designed to prevent unintended detonation on MK 39 
Mod 2 failed to work properly, and when a final firing signal was triggered that fourth switch 
was the only safeguard that worked.

Nuclear fallout from a detonation could have risked millions of lives in Baltimore, Washington 
DC, Philadelphia, New York City, and the areas in between.

“The MK Mod 2 bomb did not possess adequate safety for the airborne alert role in the B-52,” 
Jones wrote in his 1969 assessment. He determined “one simple, dynamo-technology, low 
voltage switch stood between the United States and a major catastrophe…It would have been bad 
news – in spades.”

Before Schlosser brought the document to light through a Freedom of Information Act request, 
the US government long denied that any such event ever took place.
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“The US government has consistently tried to withhold information from the American people in 
order to prevent questions being asked about our nuclear weapons policy,” he told the Guardian. 
“We were told there was no possibility of these weapons accidentally detonating, yet here’s one 
that very nearly did.”

In “Command and Control,” Schlosser’s new book on the nuclear arms race between the US and 
the Soviet Union, the journalist writes that he discovered a minimum of 700 “significant” 
accidents involving nuclear weapons in the years between 1950 and 1968.

Source: RT
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